Abstract-The applications of activity recognition have increased in the last years. Among its uses are promoting healthy life styles or monitoring professional users (like first responders) during life-threatening operations; which caused the need for new research lines. However systems using common devices (like smart phones) equipped with the necessary sensors (e.g. inertial sensors) are not fully developed. Our work develops and activity recognition system, with a focus on professional users, that uses a displaceable sensor. The activity set is comprised of the most common activities (static, walking, running, etc.) but also crawling and 3D motions like stairs walking. A detector of upright dynamic activities has been developed and implemented to cope with the changing sensor position. The system is evaluated using 10-fold cross validation with the inference network, and recall with the detector. The final system proves to perform well with respect to the initial requirements.
I. INTRODUCTION Activity monitoring is a latent topic. Tracking a user's activity is extremely useful in several situations, i.e. in the healthcare context, either for inpatients or rehab patients at home. First responders often face risky situations in rescue missions, and monitoring their state is key to keep them safe. Along the last years many approaches have arisen to solve the problem. Yet a single solution cannot be provided since there are several degrees of freedom: the type, number and position of the sensing devices, the activity set, etc. Also targeting the mass market or professional applications entail different requirements. The possibility to employ dailyuse devices in the monitoring is attractive because they are equipped with the appropriate sensors. We will be considering inertial measurement units (IMU) and a barometer for sensing. They are low cost, light weight, robust and getting more and more accurate every day. They can also be found in a wide variety of gadgets including smart phones, smart watches, tablets, etc.
An extensive analysis of the state-of-the-art was carried out. Although there were not two equal systems, some similarities could be identified. Smart phone-based systems, [1] , frequently identify the same activities. They are equipped with additional tools (like GPS), which enables extending the activity set, e.g. to motorized vehicles [2] . We paid special attention to systems relying on wireless moveable sensors. Some interesting works were found, all with different approaches to estimate the sensor position. One option is using additional sensors, like light or proximity sensors, [3] . Another one is limiting the activity set, as in [4] . Other works, like [5] , develop a complex algorithm to keep track of the sensor orientation. To the best of our knowledge, there is still no activity recognition system using displaceable sensors (with a limitation to inertial sensors, magnetometers and barometer) that targets a wide activity set.
The purpose of this work is to develop and assess the performance of an activity recognition system for professional users using a displaceable sensing platform. Professional users, i.e. first responders, cannot afford in some scenarios activities like walking or running. Thus they have to switch, for example, to activities such as high crawling. To consider these use cases, the activity set comprises static activities like standing, sitting, lying, elevator up and elevator down, and dynamic activities like walking, walking up stairs, walking down stairs, running, jumping, falling, high crawling and low crawling.
II. APPROACH
We use a sensing platform placed in one of several body positions. Table I shows the positions considered for each activity in the set. Sensor positions were chosen to emulate the use of a smart phone as sensing device. Therefore positions such as texting or phoning have not being considered with activities like jumping. 
Since the sensor position can change while the activity is monitored, the measurements refer to both the targeted activity set and changes in sensor position. This is not critical for dynamic activities because they entail higher accelerations and turn rates than switching the sensor position. However, static activities are characterized by assessing the user's torso position with respect to gravity. Changes in sensor position also change the reference of the user's body, so the latter has to be updated. Figure 1 depicts the approach. Sensor data is processed to compute a set of features. These are used by the classifier to compute the probability of each activity. In parallel, acceleration is analysed to detect upright dynamic activities. If detected, the body reference is updated. Upright dynamic activities include walking, walking up stairs, walking down stairs, running and jumping.
It is important to highlight that this system provides the most likely activity regardless of the sensor position. The latter is never estimated. The main advantage of this approach is that it limits the effect of the changing position in the accuracy of recognition.
III. DATA SET Record a suitable data set is the first task to develop this system. The data set must be representative of the population so it should balance male and female volunteers, age distribution and as many ways to perform the same activity as possible. Data from 19 different volunteers has been recorded under semi-naturalistic conditions. A wireless motion tracker (MTw) form Xsens is used [6] , see Figure 2 . The volunteers have been asked to perform a sequence of activities with the sensing platform placed in different positions. They were encouraged to perform the activities freely and in their own characteristic way. The data set has been labelled manually by a supervisor later on. Table II summarizes the characteristics of the data set. This data set is complemented with the one recorded in [7] , which uses the same sensing device but a single sensor position (belt). IV. FEATURES Every activity has some physical properties that can be utilised to recognize it. The properties are used in the form of values, so called features. Using the latter instead of the raw data eases the task of the classifier and enhances the recognition of every activity. A feature can be defined as the result of a chain of mathematical operations; a description of features and the feature selection process can be found in [7] . It is relevant for our work to identify the main coordinate systems, also known as frames, where a feature can be represented. Initially, 3D-vectors measured by the sensor are given in the Sensor Frame (SF). Since this varies with the sensor orientation, a second fixed frame is defined: the Global Frame (GF). Yet the Body Frame (BF), defined according to the user's body, is the one that provides most information about the activity. Rotation from one frame to another is done using the direction cosine matrix (DCM), although other methods exist [8] . The inconvenience of the BF is the need for calibration, which is subjected to a certain sensor position. The selection of features is done assuming the correct calibration. How to achieve the latter will be addressed in a further section.
The classifier is discrete, so there is a need to turn the continuous value-range of a feature into a discrete one. Clustering techniques could be used, but we decided for a manual discretization using histograms and feature plots which gives more flexibility and a close to optimal separation of activity classes [7] . The following section describes the set selected.
A. Feature set
The feature selection process culminated in a set of 20 features, see Table III . Features are distributed along the three frames, and in the following we describe them according to the frame of representation. The description of the operators can be found in [7] . The activities in the figures are colour-coded according to the legend in Figure 3 . 1) Features in the SF: since this frame varies with the sensor orientation, it is pointless to separate horizontal and vertical components. Instead, features in this frame are computed using the norm of 3D-vectors. This lets us identify three groups of activities: static (standing, elevator up, elevator down, sitting and lying), weakly dynamic (all walkings, high crawling, low crawling and falling) and highly dynamic (running and jumping). A relevant contribution of this work is the distinction of dynamically weak activities in the SF. This is done using feature 6, E SD2 (|ā|). E SD2 is a feature that operates in the frequency domain. It computes two energies, each in a different frequency band, and normalizes one to the other. The energy of acceleration in 1 Hz-3.4 Hz is normalized to the energy between 0.5 Hz-10 Hz in a 5.12 s window. Since the walkings have more energy in the first band than any of the crawlings, activities are separated as in the y-axis of Figure 4 .
2) Features in the GF: since this frame is fixed, a decomposition of 3D-vectors in horizontal and vertical components is possible. The DCM is provided by the MTw. Feature 11, RM S(MT Z(a v )), is the root mean square of the vertical acceleration without gravity force. It focuses on the high vertical acceleration experienced by jumping while running reaches clearly lower values. In the y-axis of Figure 5 it can be seen how all dynamically weak activities occupy the same range, which is higher than that for static ones. 3) Features in the BF: are used mostly for static activities. These entail no relevant acceleration or turn rate, thus their recognition relies on assessing the BF with respect to the GF. Also the recognition of weakly dynamic activities can benefit from this analysis. Feature 17,ā v , is the mean value of the vertical acceleration. Vertical torso activities are gathered around gravity force whereas horizontal torso activities are gathered around zero. Please note that sitting occupies two different ranges. The first between standing and lying, which is the expected one. The second nearby lying, with lower acceleration values. This happens when the sensor is placed in the pocket. If the latter is big, the sensor is on the thigh and during sitting it is completely horizontal. Thus confusing sitting with lying. The x-axis of Figure 5 also shows the separation between low crawling, high crawling and the walkings. All walking types are overlapping and they will be separated by further features.
4) Features without frame:
are comprised of pressurebased features. They aim to identify motions in the vertical direction (stairs walking and elevator up/down) by looking for increasing or decreasing trends in pressure. In Figure 6 all activities with vertical motion are highlighted. Walking up/down stairs have smaller changes in pressure than standing in a moving elevator. The reason is that the elevator usually moves faster than a person walking the stairs. Hence, changes in pressure are higher when standing in the elevator. The pressure measured also depends on the atmospheric conditions, which can cause changes in pressure for activities with no height displacement, e.g. low crawling. This is why in Figure  6 there are different colours than those of stairs walking and elevator up/down out of the (0, 0) zone.
V. UPRIGHT-DYNAMIC DETECTION
This section presents the upright detector that keeps track of the BF. A switch in the sensor position causes a loss of the reference of this frame. An update is needed to get the reference back, see section II. The update of the BF has to be done during upright activities, e.g. standing, walking, running, etc. In the case of standing, it can be prone to confusion with sitting and/or lying if the current BF reference is incorrect. Thus we decided to update the BF only for upright dynamic activities: walking, walking up stairs, walking down stairs, running, jumping.
The detection relies on analysing the frequency distribution of the acceleration norm. Figure 7 depicts the algorithm to detect upright dynamic activities. The norm of acceleration in the SF is used to make the detection independent of the sensor orientation. The energy in B w (1 Hz-3.4 Hz) is compared to the energy in B t (0.5 Hz-10 Hz), E n in Figure 7 . If this Fig. 8 . Dynamic Bayesian network. Each structure at t i is a Bayesian network. One ellipsoid represents a single random variable. The name of the latter refers to the feature number or the target random variable (activity). Each frame is represented by a colour. The dynamic nature is given by the edge that relates the activity node from one time to the next one.
value exceeds a threshold, a 1 is output meaning that the activity within the window is an upright dynamic one. This flag is used to update the BF, see the feedback from upright detection to feature computation in Figure 1 . Otherwise a 0 is output and no action is taken. The selection of the parameters B w , B t , time window and threshold is done by analysing the frequency distribution of |a SF | for each activity. They are selected considering that static activities, high crawling and low crawling must not trigger an update.
VI. INFERENCE NETWORK
The feature values feed an inference network. The output is the most likely activity given the set of features. Among all possible classification techniques, we have decided for Bayesian methods. These can deal with missing or uncertain data. The output is the likelihood of each one of the possible states, not the most likely state. In this system a state is an activity. We decided for dynamic Bayesian networks (DBN). On the one hand, because a Bayesian approach proves to model better the relationship between the random variables (activity and features) than a naïve approach. On the other hand, because human motions are related over time and the use of a dynamic network can model this. The process of creating an inference network is known as network learning [9] . The learning machine used in this work is the same as the one used in [10] .
The network was learnt after 15 days, with a limit of 4 parents per node. The structure is depicted in figure 8 at times t i and t i+1 . The dynamic Bayesian network depicted in figure  8 is the first-order HMM used in this system. The activity node at time t i+1 is affected by the activity node at time t i .
VII. RESULTS
The performance of the classifier is assessed using 10-fold cross validation, [11] . The results are presented as the percentage of time an activity was classified as any of the 13 possible activities. Precision is the percentage of correct classifications, and it is defined as follows:
T P stands for true positives (correctly identified instances, e.g. when running is classified as running) and F P stands for false positives (retrieved instances that are false, e.g. if running is classified as walking, the FP of walking increase in one unit).
The data set used for validation was the one collected in Section III. It was split in 10 folds making sure that in all iterations the test set was comprised of all possible pairs activity-sensor position.
The upright-dynamic detector was evaluated using recall, see Equation (2) . F N stands for false negatives (non-retrieved instances that are true, e.g. when if running is classified as walking, the FN of running increases in one unit).
The following sections present the results and some discussion about them.
A. Inference network
The results are summarized in Figures 9 and 10 . Every activity was correctly classified more than 50% of the times. This is indicated by the precision, which corresponds to the maximum of each curve. Regarding the group of static activities, elevator up and elevator down get the best precision. This is because of pressurebased features. If they are incorrectly classified, standing is the most likely activity they are confused with. This happens during the initial and last seconds in the elevator. At those times pressure does not vary significantly so they are misclassified as standing. Sitting and lying get the lowest values. They are confused with each other when the sensor is placed in the pocket, see Section IV. With respect to dynamic activities, we can see that running reports the best values. It is mostly confused with walking if the user is not running fast enough or with jumping, since this is also a phase of the running motion. See also how jumping is confused with running in 21.7% because they have similar acceleration values, specially in the SF. High crawling and low crawling precision values are over 70%; they are well characterized by their respective body positions. In the case of stairs walking, they hardly exceed 60% and are confused with walking in 27.7% of the times for walking up stairs and 18.4% of the times for walking down stairs. The reason is that if pressure does not sufficiently change in the window where pressurebased features are computed, their recognition is not triggered. Finally, falling is the activity with the worst results among the set. As explained in Section IV, short-activities are very hard to identify. Although features 5 and 9 are introduced, yet there are 18 features that look in longer windows. Thus resulting in a precision of only 56.4%. Table IV gives the recall for each activity. A T P in the case of upright-dynamic activities is 1 and a F N is a 0. For static activities, high crawling and low crawling a T P is a 0 and a F N a 1. Static refers to all static activities and walking refers to walking, walking up stairs and walking down stairs.
B. Upright-dynamic detection
The results show good rejection of non-upright activities (static and crawling styles) with a minimum of 93.7% for low crawling. Regarding upright-dynamic activities, running and jumping reach recall values over 80%, which is reasonably high compared to the value reached by walking. Such low value, 54.68%, is obtained because the algorithm evaluates acceleration in both frequency distribution (via B w ) and energy level (via the threshold). In the case of walking, the frequency band is the right one. However if the user is not walking at a sufficiently high pace, E n does not reach values that can exceed the threshold. Thus reporting a 0 instead of a 1 at the output of the detector.
VIII. CONCLUSION Our work presents an activity recognition system with automatic update of the BF for upright-dynamic activities. Our system specially focuses on professional users. We use a displaceable sensor to emulate the use of common devices like smart phones. The system was evaluated using 10-fold cross validation for the inference network and recall for the detector.
The results show good recognition for dynamic activities regardless of the sensor position, because the motion characteristics are noticeable regardless of the sensor position. Static activities, however, show excessive reliance on the BF. Although the BF rotation works, sensor positions not attached to the body (hand or texting) cannot measure tilts in the torso. This makes the recognition of static activities even more complex. In general, activity recognition with displaceable sensors is possible under certain conditions. First, having the right rotation from the initial frame (SF) and the other two (GF and BF). Second, a valid rotation is not always possible in the case of the BF, specially for positions like hand, because a swinging hand moved independently of the body. In those cases some confusion must be admitted between static activities. Detection of upright-dynamic activities show promising results to compensate for the changing sensor position. Nevertheless the algorithm presented can be optimized, and opens a new line of research to enhance activity recognition with common devices. This system does not address the change in sensor position during static activities. We keep this as a future line of research along with the implementation and assessment of the system in a smart phone.
